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All heart disease deaths (17.7 million)
All cancer deaths (8.93 million)
Air pollution (4.06 million)
Violent deaths (1.36 million)
Road accidents (1.34 million)
HIV/AIDS (1.03 million)
Drowning (303,000)
Fires (132,000)
All natural disasters (7,060)
Shark attacks (~10)

The Global Health
Index estimates
$4.9 billion was
spent on HIV/AIDS
response in 2015
alone

For 2016, from Global Burden of Disease, Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, Global Terrorism Database, and Amnesty International
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Applications Objectives

O1: The primary objective of
the MAIA applications effort
is to engage the
epidemiological,
environmental health and
research, and air quality
communities of potential to
maximize the usability and
utility of MAIA science data
products.

Science/Applications Questions

End-users/agencies

Early Adopter benefits

Q1: For which PM types are shortterm, maternal, and chronic exposure
linked to various health outcomes?
Q2: What associations exist between
various PM types and effects on the
health of humans, other living
organisms, and the Earth
environment as a whole?

• Epidemiologists
• Environmental health
researchers
• Aerosol researchers
• Air quality managers
• Governmental health
agencies
Q3: How can satellite-derived data
concerning the spatial and temporal • Government air quality
managers
distribution of various types of PM be
• Health professionals
O2: To the extent possible, incorporated into the decision-making Commercial
•
the MAIA applications effort processes for regulating and
organizations
monitoring PM?
will also help facilitate the
• Nonprofits
use of MAIA data among
• Individuals
Q4: How can satellite-derived data
governmental and nonconcerning the spatial and temporal
governmental entities to
distribution of various types of PM be
support decision-making,
protection of public health, used to improve our current
understanding of aerosol science and
and education.
improve aerosol models, including air
quality forecasting?

• Perform health studies in the
STAs
• Perform additional health
studies in the PTAs
• Collaborate with the science
team epidemiologists
• Contribute to the selection of
the STAs
• Inform the MAIA project about
what actions could make the
MAIA data products useful to
these user communities
• Introduce MAIA data to
colleagues
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The NASA Applied Science Program provides funding for a MAIA
Applications Program to partner with the MAIA project on achieving
our applications objectives
Applications Plan and
Traceability Matrix

Community Contacts
List

Early Adopters
Program

ü Establish MAIA and
ASP agreement on
applications activities

ü MAIA has a large
community of
collaborators/potential
users

ü Expand the user base of
MAIA data products

ü Logical decomposition
of how tasks will be
undertaken

ü Organizes contacts for
quick reference by the
MAIA team

ü Entrain users pre-launch
to prepare to use data
products
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Who is an Early Adopter?
ü You! (We hope)
ü Someone interested in using MAIA data
ü Have a particular use in mind (eventually)
Why be an Early Adopter?
ü Chance to offer feedback pre-launch
ü Get access to test data products
ü Collaborate with the science team and receive any needed
assistance to entrain data products
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MAIA’s EA program is targeted toward increasing MAIA data product use
by the epidemiological, air quality, and environmental communities
Post-launch

Pre-launch

Presentations/Exhibiting
ü Engage with Early Adopters
ü Report on mission status and applications
successes

Workshops
ü Develop
relationships
ü Gather input for
data products

Simulated
data
ü Test file
formats,
structure

Short Courses
ü EAs learn to
use data
products
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3 years before launch, we have over 100 potential Early
Adopters
Potential EAs by area of interest
9

69

Potential EAs by affiliation

14

Air quality
managers

27
16
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Primary Target Areas
Secondary Target Areas
Calibration/Validation Targets

Epidemiologists

JPL/NASA

US Gov't

Non Fed Gov't

Academia

Commercial

Nonprofit

International Gov't
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MAIA Target Areas
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MAIA California Target Area
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Local Collaborators
• SCAQMD
• CARB
• UCLA
• UC Davis
Planned health studies
• Short-term mortality
• Birth outcomes

